


MISSION

We are committed to redesigning the future
of recruitment in classical ballet for a
smoother and less time-consuming process
for all involved.

EASE
We are at your disposal to outsource your
pre-selection process based on your
exacting requirements and preferences
leaving you to audition a far more
streamlined selection of dancers.

NETWORK

Our network of highly talented, reliable and
hard-working dancers and bespoke
screening process are at your disposal.
Taking recruitment from menial task back to
fresh and exciting.

CODA, is the f irst agency  in classical
ballet representing classical dancers
seeking employ and recruit ing  for
classical companies respectively easing
the process for employers.

Built  by current professionals  furthering
the future of recruitment in classical
ballet .  We represent a variety  of dancers
from graduates to principal dancers
seeking full-t ime employment to guest
opportunit ies.  Our interactive Dancer
Directory enl ists each dancers’ ful l
portfol io,  rank or status, repertoire and
availabi l i ty.

CODA Services is a mult i  faceted agency
for the classical world ,  rel ied upon by
reputable companies and individuals for
their  digital  marketing and now,
recruitment needs.

“The progress we made in our f i rst month
was our 2/3 year plan.  I  knew this was
necessary  but didn’t quite comprehend
the attention and traction it  would gain so
quickly.” Haw, Founder

SCAN OUR QR CODE FOR CONTACT AND MORE 

DISCOVERY

PROFILING

PRE-SELECTION

AUDITION

CONTRACTS

Rank

Gender

Height

Experience

Length of Contract

Passports/Visas

Vaccination Status

Schooling

Repertoire 

Attributes

Strengths

Traits

If multiple contracts are available a flat fee can be
offered for filling those positions.

ENGAGEMENT

With your trust in our abilities we become an extension
of your artistic  team. An individual engagement is
entered to fill multiple positions over a longer period of
time.

RETAINER 

A 10% commission of the total contract fee (up to 1 year
in length) or 1st year salary of the contract is paid upon
a successful hire.

CONTINGENCY


